Rollins School of Public Health
Volunteer Peer Editors (VPE's)
Spring 2017

Please read before making a request:

1. To request help from a VPE, email Hannah.nicol@emory.edu and fill out this sheet.

2. VPEs are available on a limited basis to edit second language learners' papers no charge.

3. International students are required to meet in person with the VPE for the first editing session. Students and VPEs can arrange for subsequent editing to take place either in person or via phone/email.

4. VPEs require at least:
   - 48 hour notice for short editing work (1-5 pages)
   - 72 hour notice for medium editing work (6-15 pages)
   - 1 week notice for long editing work (16+ pages)

Spring 2017 VPEs

Matthew Revilla
matthew.revilla@emory.edu
BSHE, 2018

Emily Valice
emvalic@emory.edu
Epidemiology, 2017

Jennifer Pigoga
Jennifer.pigoga@emory.edu
Global Epidemiology, 2018

Ashley Horne
ashley.horne@emory.edu
Global Epidemiology, 2017
Camila Boynton (Karin)
Karin.camila.boynton@emory.edu
Global Health, 2018